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General Atomics AeroTec Systems Presents Its Own One-Stop-

Shop Concept at EBACE Aerospace Exhibition in Geneva 

 

OBERPFAFFENHOFEN/GENEVA - May 18, 2022 -  Business Aviation is one of three 

core competencies that General Atomics AeroTec Systems (GA-ATS) has been offer-

ing at Oberpfaffenhofen Airport since last March. From May 23 - 25, 2022, the business 

unit will present itself at the EBACE air show at booth number W58 in Geneva (GA-

ATS BA). The Part 145 maintenance facility's range of services includes complex 

structural repairs, complete aircraft painting, upgrades and modifications, aircraft ret-

rofits and component maintenance, including life rafts. 

 

The operational capability of business aircraft is crucial for the realization of individual re-

quirements in international business. This becomes particularly evident when scheduled 

maintenance measures are due. The Business Aviation business unit offers a combination of 

maintenance, service bulletin (SB) resolutions, avionics and system upgrades, cabin refur-

bishment and outfitting, aircraft painting and color schemes. It focuses on safety, short turna-

round times and high service quality, which is also ensured quickly, precisely and reliably via 

the in-house MRO components store. 

 

Short processing times and a wealth of experience  

"The decades of experience of our staff and our short turnaround times make us the pre-

ferred provider of MRO services," explains Christian Karl, Head of Sales Business Aviation. 

He adds: "Industry leaders and OEMs alike turn to our MRO shop for maintenance, repair, 

overhaul, modification, readout, evaluation, recoding, capacity testing and battery service, as 

well as rental services." 

 

One-Stop-Shop in Oberpfaffenhofen  

The specialists from Oberpfaffenhofen summarize their concept as a one-stop-shop. Cus-

tomers receive maximum service with minimum turnaround time at a single location. In addi-

tion, the business unit offers expert support and advice for AOG events or pre-purchase in-

spections ("PPI"). Furthermore, General Atomics AeroTec Systems specialists are recog-

nized market leaders in aircraft component MRO and certification. 

 

 

 

https://ebace22.mapyourshow.com/8_0/floorplan/?hallID=A&selectedBooth=W58&shareguid=882C4B1E-EE23-F26D-1AFF4887C6CD1AF6
https://ebace22.mapyourshow.com/8_0/floorplan/?hallID=A&selectedBooth=W58&shareguid=882C4B1E-EE23-F26D-1AFF4887C6CD1AF6


 

 

 

Authorized and certified 

GA-ATS Business Aviation is an authorized service center for Embraer aircraft and is 
certified by several international civil aviation authorities to service Bombardier busi-
ness jets - including Part 145 MRO approval for Embraer and Bombardier, Part 21J 
Design Organization Approval (DOA) and Part 21G Production Organization Approval. 
In addition, the GA-ATS business unit is certified for major and minor modifications and 
conversions by various agencies including the European Aviation Safety Agency 
(EASA), the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and other national aviation au-
thorities. 

 

About General Atomics AeroTec Systems 

The German aircraft manufacturer General Atomics AeroTec Systems (GA-ATS) focuses on the mainte-
nance and repair of business aircraft and military helicopters as well as the production and maintenance of 
the Dornier 228 at its Oberpfaffenhofen site with around 400 employees. General Atomics AeroTec Sys-
tems GmbH is a subsidiary of General Atomics Europe GmbH.  

 

About General Atomics Europe: 

General Atomics Europe GmbH (GA-Europe) is an integrated technology group for aerospace, infrastructure and 

sustainability with headquarters in Dresden. The medium-sized company holds stakes in nine subsidiaries with 

over 1,200 employees. In addition to business activities in the field of aviation, the range of services includes 

modernization and maintenance of rail vehicles, thermal treatment and recycling of batteries especially in the field 

of electromobility, special construction services and environmental remediation, engineering precast reinforced 

concrete components, environmental monitoring and water technology, as well as highly specialized projects in 

the field of technology metals. GA-Europe has its roots in the former Spezialtechnik Dresden GmbH, which was 

taken over by the owners of the family-run US company General Atomics in 1992 and has since been consistently 

developed further. www.ga-europe.com 

General Atomics is a globally active American technology group with more than 15,000 employees and is head-

quartered in San Diego, California. www.ga.com 

 

A printable digital image is available for this press release. It may only be used for editorial purposes. There 
is no charge for its use, providing the source reference is "Photo: General Atomics AeroTec Systems or GA-
ATS for short". Graphical changes - except for cropping the main motif - are not permitted. 
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